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Working Hours by Income Level - US 3
Did you know?
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Did you know?

• During the first wave of the Industrial Revolution, 
waterpower was instrumental in manufacturing paper, 
textiles, and iron goods. Unlike the mills of the past, full-
sized dams fed turbines through complex belt systems. 
Advances in textiles brought the first factory, and cities 
expanded around them.

• With the second wave, between about 1845 and 1900, 
came significant rail, steam, and steel advancements. The 
rail industry alone affected countless industries, from iron 
and oil to steel and copper. In turn, great railway 
monopolies were formed.

• The emergence of electricity powering light and telephone 
communication through the third wave dominated the first 
half of the 1900s. Henry Ford introduced the Model T, and 
the assembly line transformed the auto industry. 
Automobiles became closely linked with the expansion of 
the American metropolis. Later, in the fourth wave, aviation 
revolutionized travel.

• After the internet emerged by the early 1990s, barriers to 
information were upended. New media changed political 
discourse, news cycles, and communication in the fifth 
wave. The internet ushered in a new frontier of 
globalization, a borderless landscape of digital information 
flows.

• The sixth wave arrives as the world cleans up after the first 
five waves.
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Did you know?

The Staying Power of Print Books
• E-books are certainly not a new 

phenomenon. In fact, they’ve been around 
longer than the internet.

• Yet, while the emergence of e-books dates 
back to the early 1970s, they didn’t hit the 
mainstream until the 2000s, when big 
companies began launching their own e-
book readers, and digital libraries started 
to become more accessible to the public.

• Around this time, e-books sales soared, 
and by 2013, e-book sales made up 20% of 
all books sales in America. Many wondered 
if this was the end for print books.

• But fast forward to 2021, and e-books 
haven’t made print books obsolete. At 
least, not yet.

E-book versus Print Book Purchases
• A recent poll found that people still favor 

print books over e-books, at least when it 
comes to their purchasing behavior.

• Of 10 countries included in the survey, 42% 
of people had purchased at least one print 
book in 2020, while only 15.5% had bought 
an e-book that same year.
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Can Marks & Spencer help Target replicate its designer collab magic in grocery?
• Target limited-edition drops are a big part of the chain’s cheap chic appeal. Many fashion and home products from 

top designers and direct-to-consumer brands sell out almost as soon as they are rolled out. Could the retailer have 
plans to try and transfer that type of merchandising and marketing magic to its grocery aisles?

• Target last week said that it is partnering with Marks & Spencer to introduce a curated assortment of the British 
retailer’s gourmet candy, cookie and tea gifts for the holiday season. A total of 15 items will be included in the 
collection and sold in Target’s stores and target.com beginning in mid-November. This is the first time that the two 
retailers have worked together.

• A press release from Target emailed to media outlets said that the items are “highly giftable, on-trend products, all 
at great value.”  The Marks & Spencer at Target items will include Santa’s Magical Light Up Chocolate Workshop — a 
mini-snow dusted milk, dark and white chocolate house with lights inside the lid. The Shortbread Biscuit Light-Up 
Lantern doubles as a decoration with the bonus of delicious buttery cookies inside. The Gingerbread Musical House 
Tin is filled with tiny gingerbread houses and true to its description, comes with a holiday tune. The Shortbread 
Biscuit Bus Tin is designed to look like one of London’s double-decker buses.

• There are very few retailers in the world that are as innovative in food as M&S. This is especially so when it comes 
to treats and holiday fare.

• Comment – There are also very few food retailers in the world that come close to M&S in food quality control.

Will Netflix send customers streaming into Walmart’s stores?
• Walmart plans to open Netflix Hub shops selling merchandise from the streaming platform’s films and television 

series in more than 2,400 U.S. stores as it seeks to build on an online-only deal introduced last October.
• “The Hub promises to bring fans closer to the shows and movies they love,” said Frank Barbieri, VP, content and 

digital, Walmart U.S., in a blog entry. “Walmart customers will find even more music, apparel, collectibles, games 
and seasonal items from all their favorite shows and films including ‘Stranger Things,’ ‘Squid Game,’ ‘The Witcher,’ 
‘Guillermo del Toro’s Pinocchio,’ ‘Glass Onion: A Knives Out Mystery’ and more.”

• Walmart will also sell a Netflix streaming gift card at $19.99.
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Can retailers clear out their inventory piles as the season ramps up?
• In late September, Nike joined other companies to announce something like a form of “decisive action” on inventory. 
• That was the phrase used — twice — by Nike Chief Financial Officer Matthew Friend on a call with analysts, one that 

mentioned the word “inventory” 48 times. 
• Friend echoed other executives in deploying that phrase. Target chief Brian Cornell, for example, mentioned “bold 

decisive actions” and a “decisive path” in an August analyst call. 
• Both executives were talking about markdowns and other measures to rid their operations of product that customers 

weren’t buying, at least not at the levels or prices their companies expected.
• By the second quarter of 2022, retail inventories were up 31% over Q2 last year, according to S&P Capital IQ and FTI 

Consulting analysis. FTI Consulting’s Michael Eisenband wrote recently that the inventory overhang was potentially 
“the most troubling sign that the tide may be turning against the retail sector.”

• Because of timing, Nike’s announcement brought a new wave of jitters through an industry jostled around since the 
early months of the year, with demand for discretionary goods sagging in an era of spiking prices for gas, food and 
housing

• “Nike was pretty ugly,” Michael Baker, senior research analyst with D.A. Davidson, said in an interview. “That was 
even worse than we thought.”

• The aim of those major players, and many others, has been to free up space in stores and warehouses and purge 
themselves of seasonal or outdated items. That, in turn, is so retailers can reset for the holidays, with products 
people will buy.

• The big question hanging over the season is whether companies will succeed in their efforts. Are inventories at that 
Goldilocks just right levels, or will the inventory hangover last through the holidays and beyond? And if the latter, just 
how bad will it be?

• “Retailers are over-inventoried, and they’re very concerned. They placed too many orders when there were supply 
chain challenges. So now they’re sitting on a glut of inventory as they enter this holiday season, and they know the 
economy is turning,” Alexa Driansky, a director in AlixPartners retail practice, said in an interview. “I think the year 
ahead is going to be a bloodbath.”
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Amazon warns that profits could vanish in Q4
• Amazon said its third quarter retail e-commerce sales rose 7% year over year to $53.5 billion, as physical store sales 

rose 10% to $4.7 billion. Revenue from services grew more, with marketplace seller services up 18 % to $28.7 billion, 
advertising up 25% to $9.5 billion and subscriptions up 9% to $8.9 billion.

• Overall profits were squeezed in the quarter, as operating income contracted 48% to $2.5 billion and net income 
contracted 9% to $2.9 billion, with the North America segment swinging to a $412 million loss from last year’s $880 
million income.

• In a conference call Thursday, the e-commerce giant said that sales growth moderated as Q3 progressed and warned 
that profits could vanish in the fourth quarter, estimating operating income for the period of between $0 and $4 
billion.

• In a rare turnabout, Amazon’s AWS cloud services unit underperformed its retail operations. Sales in that segment 
rose 27% year-over-year to $20.5 billion, and operating income fell 9.6% to $5.4 billion.

• In retail, the company joins rivals in facing embattled consumers prepping for the holidays as they grapple with rising 
prices on essentials. Still, Amazon likely took share in the third quarter, analysts said.

• That’s partly thanks to its increasing reliance on revenue streams outside of its sales of goods, including advertising, 
though Wells Fargo analysts noted that its Prime membership base may be nearing its saturation point in its 
established markets.

Sainsbury’s profits fall as it tries to keep prices low
• Sainsbury’s half-year profits has fallen as it tries to keep prices affordable for cash-strapped consumers amid record-

high inflation. The supermarket chain, which also owns Argos, said underlying pre-tax profit declined by 8% to £340 
million over the half-year to September 17.

• The grocer also revealed that total revenues jumped 4.4% to £16.4 billion over the half-year, compared with the 
same period last year.

• Grocery sales were up 0.2%, with the Big 4 grocer attributing the “strong growth” to the easing of lockdown 
restrictions, market price inflation and warmer weather.
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The countdown to a recession has officially begun after 'more accurate' yield curve indicator turns negative
• The countdown to an economic recession in the US has officially begun after the 3-month and 10-year US Treasury 

yield curve inverted, according to a Wednesday note from research firm TS Lombard.
• An inversion in the curve happens when the shorter-term yield of a US Treasury note rises above a longer-term 

Treasury yield. Typically, longer-term bonds command higher yields than short-term bonds. But when economic 
uncertainty is high, investors demand a premium for shorter-dated bonds.

• Inversions have long been seen as a signal that an economic recession is on the horizon, and they've already 
happened across other timeframes, including the closely watched 2-year and 10-year curve.

• On Wednesday, the 3-month Treasury yield rose two basis points to 4.15%, compared to the 10-year Treasury yield 
of 4.08%. 

• A recession is likely to hit the economy in the next 12 months — by October 2023 — according to TS Lombard, 
though it could come slightly sooner or later.

• "On average, a recession starts 12 months after the 3m10y curve inverts. But it has also taken as long as 22 months 
or as little as five months," TS Lombard's Skylar Koning said. 

Bank warns of longest recession in 100 years as it raises rates to 3%
• The Bank of England has warned the UK risked being plunged into the longest recession in 100 years after it pushed 

up the cost of borrowing to 3% in the biggest single interest rate rise since 1989.
• A 0.75% increase, the latest in a series of eight interest rate rises since last year, would not be enough to guarantee 

victory in the war against double-digit inflation, the Bank said, as it cautioned further action would be needed.
• The UK economy faces a “very challenging outlook”, with a recession that began this summer now expected to last 

until the middle of 2024.
• Bank of England signals interest rates probably won’t go much higher.
• With the possibility of a general election being held in 2024, the Conservatives face campaigning to remain in 

government at the tail end of a prolonged slump, during which the Bank said it expected unemployment to rise from 
3.5% to 6.5%.
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Collapse in Dallas-Fort Worth home sales worse than Great Recession
• The downturn in home sales in Dallas-Fort Worth exceeds the collapse in sales experienced during the worst of the 

Great Recession, according to just-released figures from North Texas Real Estate Information Services.
• Closed home sales in October were down 37% in Dallas and Collin counties and 32% in Tarrant County compared to 

the same time last year, according to the latest figures from NTREIS based on Multiple Listing Services data.
• During the worst impact of the Great Recession on North Texas’ housing market, from 2008 to 2009, closed sales 

dropped 23% in Dallas County, 26% in Tarrant County and 10% in Collin County year over year, from peak to trough.
• “It’s just crazy,” says DFW-based M&D Real Estate. “The numbers are worse than the 2008-2009 drops, which is 

where we saw the biggest drop in closed sales in the Great Recession. We’ve had a 37% drop in one year, so, we are 
seeing nearly double what we saw in the Great Recession.”

UK: Asda completes acquisition of 132 Co-Op sites
Asda has confirmed that it has completed the acquisition of 132 grocery retail sites, with attached petrol stations, from 
The Co-Op as part of its strategy to enter the convenience retail space and create an exciting new part of the Asda 
business that brings Asda value to more Asda communities.

Australia: Coles tells its suppliers to cut costs as supermarket inflation soars
Coles has told its suppliers to cut operational costs instead of requesting price rises, warning the supermarket giant 
may not accept their request for a cost increase even if they can prove their inputs have gone up. “All businesses will 
incur impacts to the cost of doing business at some point”, Coles wrote to suppliers, according to The Australian, which 
obtained the note. Coles’ first quarter trading update showed fresh food inflation continued to be driven by bakery, 
with higher wheat prices, as well as fresh produce such as berries and bananas.

US: Save Mart begins grocery delivery with Amazon
Modesto, California-based Save Mart said that Save Mart banner stores in Lathrop and Ceres, California, now offer two-
hour grocery delivery via Amazon. Plans call for Save Mart to soon launch Amazon delivery at more stores in California’s 
Central Valley.
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US: Specialty Food Association Trendspotter Panel predicts top 2023 specialty food trends
• The Specialty Food Association (SFA) Trendspotter Panel has predicted what will be hot in specialty food for 2023. 2 

of the 9 trends the Trendspotter Panel anticipates for 2023: Environmentally Friendly Foods: Plant-based foods' 
continuing growth plays a role here. 

• Ingredients like mushrooms, seaweed, and jackfruit have been developed into different products and pasta's 
pandemic-fueled comeback made room for more innovation with black rice, pumpkin, red lentils, lupini, and purple 
carrots. 

• International Fruits: Amid the tightening pressures of a global recession and a slowing economy, consumers want to 
elicit feelings of escapism without travel or exorbitant cost. "Enter international fruits - alternative citrus, melons, 
and stone fruits wildly colorful and in extraordinary shapes and flavors - to invoke a sense of faraway destinations, 
new flavors, textures, colors, and possibilities", says Mikel Cirkus, Firmenich. Expect to see more as ingredients in 
beverages, sweets, snacks, and on their own.

Ohio AG sues Dollar General for deceptive pricing
• After receiving consumer complaints from multiple counties, Ohio Attorney General Dave Yost is taking Dollar 

General to court for allegedly advertising goods for one price on shelves and charging a higher price at the register.
• Yost said consumers can ill-afford businesses that draw people in with the promise of low prices only to deceive 

them at the checkout counter: “This seems like a company trying to make an extra buck and hoping no one will 
notice. We’ve not only noticed but are taking action to stop it.”

• Dollar General, a Tennessee-based company has operated in Ohio since 2015. It has 943 stores statewide.
• Ohio Department of Agriculture rules permit stores to have up to a 2 percent error rate on overcharges. But testing 

done last month in Butler County by the county auditor’s Department of Weights and Measures and made available 
to the attorney general’s office found error rates ranging from 16.7 percent to 88.2 percent for 20 Dollar General 
stores.

• Furthermore, from March 2021 to August 2022, the attorney general’s office received 12 complaints detailing 
similar unfair and deceptive practices by Dollar General stores throughout the state.
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Omni-channel acceleration in retail
• Omni-channel acceleration is happening across the retail industry. Traditional retailers with brick-and-mortar stores 

are bolstering their ecommerce efforts and creating new digital experiences. Meanwhile, digital natives that got 
their start in ecommerce are looking for smarter ways to engage customers and drive growth . 

• The impact of COVID-19 on consumers’ shopping behaviors and expectations has only exacerbated the need for 
digital transformation in retail. However, a number of macro factors were already disrupting the status quo well 
before the pandemic, including: 
o Competitive pressure on traditional retailers from customer-centric digital natives 
o New global consumer data privacy regulations, such as the GDPR and CCPA 
o Third-party cookie deprecation due to tracking restrictions in Chrome and Safari 

• Combined with the impact of the pandemic, all three factors are resulting in a shift away from third-party data in 
favor of first-party data, the need for greater business agility, and the adoption of a new, more intelligent customer 
engagement model. 

Brick-and-Mortar Grocery's Ongoing Resilience
• Despite challenges the grocery sector faces three quarters into 2022, the industry has shown impressive resilience.
• Many leading grocers have found ways to thrive and continue driving visit growth despite the challenges.
• Visit data indicates there is enough grocery demand to support traditional grocers and discount & dollar stores.
• Many consumers are still visiting grocery stores even as their discount & dollar store visits increase.
• Trader Joe's are smaller than a typical grocery store – but the brand still succeeds in attracting crowds to its stores.
• Some shoppers are choosing to trade down from their usual supermarkets to value grocers as part of cost-saving 

efforts.
• While some consumers may be seeking out cheaper grocery alternatives, high-income shoppers are still fueling 

demand for premium grocery products.
• Consumer segments who are willing to spend more on premium products also seem willing to drive longer 

distances to grocers who carry these specialty foods.
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North America’s reshoring of the global supply chain
• With manufacturing and labor markets on the decline with North America’s traditional partners in Asia — and with 

trade with Russia collapsing — North America is in prime position to take advantage by reshoring global sourcing.
• “For the most part we can keep this in America — or at least North America,” said geopolitical strategist Peter Zeihan 

during the opening keynote Monday at FreightWaves’ F3: Future of Freight Festival in Chattanooga, Tennessee.
• He said one of the keys to boosting U.S. trade will be reforming the Jones Act, a century-old trade protection law 

that Zeihan contends boosts transport costs.
• “This would help the country bring manufacturing back on the water in a very big way,” he said. “Mexico is now 

ahead of Canada from a labor productivity measure, which means that it now needs a low-wage partner. Colombia 
and Cuba are the obvious candidates. It’s a much simpler system, one that is reliant on things close to home.

• “When you want to do a trade deal with Russia or China, it’s a pain. But calling on a country like Colombia, which is 
kind of desperate and wants to be part of the club, it’s a much easier process and we don’t need to do things at 
scale to the same degree. A small container ship is fine, you don’t need that massive Triple E container ship.”

• For companies looking to survive in the new North American supply chain, “anything that makes you more modular 
and more capable and allows you to adapt more quickly is something I think that can provide an outsized 
advantage,” Zeihan said.

• Comment – As an avid Zeihan reader and listener, I must counter to a degree his opinion. On-shoring or re-shoring 
will most times require capital cost and profit impact. Whether in transferring the means of production, setting up 
new manufacturing facilities or negotiating through inadequate supply chain infrastructures (Cambodia for example 
have extremely limited rail network capability) the cost is not insignificant. Public companies that have off-shored 
over the past four decades will need to explain to their shareholders that they are going to take a bath in returns 
whilst this cost works its way through their reporting cycles, and they will carry the cost through lower dividends. 
Your average investor is not your typical patriot, they are greedy for returns and intolerant of any bad news. Any CEO 
telling them to take a financial bath will be selling hotdogs on 5th Avenue in short shift within the day. There will be a 
move towards some sort of “shoring” but, aside from any federally-mandated supply realignment, it will not be a 
mad rush to suddenly become patriotic – for investors money always count supreme – that is why they invest.  
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Xi Jinping says China will build stable supply chain with ‘comrade’ Vietnam
• China will build a stable supply chain with its “comrade and brother” Vietnam, President Xi Jinping told visiting 

Vietnamese Communist Party chief Nguyen Phu Trong on Monday.
• Trong – the first foreign leader to visit China since Xi secured a third term – said Vietnam would not allow any 

overseas military base to be established in the country, nor would it join forces with any country against another.
• “Vietnam … has made the development of friendship and cooperation with China the top priority in our foreign 

policy,” Trong told Xi during their meeting at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing, according to state broadcaster 
CCTV.

US manufacturers ‘pumped up’ about supply-chain reshoring trend
• US companies are acknowledging that reshoring -- once the subject of talk but no groundswell of action -- is 

accelerating, with one executive “pumped up” about critical supply lines shifting away from nations such as China.
• “This reshoring, nearshoring, whatever they’re calling it this week is real, and we’re pumped up about it,” Jim 

Hoffman, the CEO of Reliance Steel & Aluminum Co. of Scottsdale, Arizona, said on a recent earnings call. “It’s going 
to fit right in our wheelhouse.”

• According to a report Wednesday, Deloitte said some 62% of manufacturers it surveyed have started reshoring or 
near-shoring their production capacities. The survey included 305 executives at transport and manufacturing firms, 
mostly in the US, with annual revenue of $500 million to more than $50 billion. 

• American firms are expected to reshore almost 350,000 jobs in 2022 -- an increase of 25% from 260,000 in 2021, 
according to figures cited in Deloitte’s ‘Future of Freight’ report. Ultimately, the shift could reduce by 20% the share 
of Asia-originating shipments to the US by 2025 and by 40% by 2030, it said.

• Moving production lines closer to the US and Europe has been discussed for years but was considered too costly 
and cumbersome. The pandemic turned much of the chin-scratching into construction spending for several reasons: 
global supply-chain snarls, rising e-commerce, geopolitical pressures, export restrictions, and a surge in robotics 
and automation.

• Comment – See comment on preceding slide.
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Investors zero in on Japan’s logistics market
• Japanese consumers have been embracing e-commerce since the COVID pandemic, with e-commerce sales making up 

11.8% of total retail sales in Japan in 2021, according to eMarketer data.
• Commenting on the market, Yoshiyuki Takano, Head of Travel & Mobility Business at Rakuten Group said that “Japan 

was not that advanced of a country in terms of internet service. Online share of all consumption was 7% before the 
pandemic in Japan, which is very low compared with US/Europe. However, the pandemic accelerated the online shift. 
In Rakuten, e-commerce sites and fin-tech services have performed very well after the pandemic. As for the e-
commerce site, its transaction volumes became 1.5 times bigger than pre-Covid.”

• Omnichannel shopping has proved popular in the region, particularly amongst luxury shoppers; although many 
consumers still prefer to shop in person, a McKinsey survey found that around 41% of luxury fashion shoppers will 
research and purchase across various channels. Cashless payments are also gaining ground, facilitating access to e-
commerce purchases. According to Adjust research, fintech charted the highest session growth of all app categories 
during the first half of 2022. There is also a push from the Japanese government to encourage cashless payments; the 
government aims for at least 40% of all transactions to be cashless by 2025.

• Cross-border e-commerce has continued to grow in popularity. With Japan’s GDP lowering since the COVID pandemic, 
the yen has depreciated in value. This has led to an increase in international buyers from Japanese e-commerce 
websites, as Japanese products are now cheaper than they have been in previous years.

• E-commerce giant Amazon has also been investing in its infrastructure in the country; the marketplace opened its 
largest Japan warehouse in March 2022, with a total size of 100,000 sq m. Amazon stated its facility can also store up 
to 40% more inventory and can offer a wider selection of products. Amazon hopes that this new facility will enable it 
to offer a wider range of business opportunities to small and medium-sized retailers who deliver products to 
customers in Japan using Fulfilment by Amazon. 

• Investor interest in the sector remains robust. Logistics real estate supply in both 2022 and 2023 is expected to 
surpass the record levels seen in 2021, according to Savills. However, the market is facing some serious headwinds; 
the country’s economic outlook has been downgraded due to upside inflation, weak currencies, and the escalation of 
sanctions against Russia. 
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2022 3PL Warehouse benchmarks
1. Growth Opportunities - 3PLs expressed continued confidence heading into 2023 riding on a strong year of new 

customer acquisition and ecommerce growth, as well as significant profitability improvements. 
2. Capacity Constraints - Warehouse capacity constraints became more acute as low vacancies and high rental costs 

challenged 3PLs struggling to find new warehouse space or manage already-at capacity existing footprints.
3. Labor Shortage - Labor concerns grew this year because of low unemployment, an increased demand for workers, 

and higher costs to attract and retain new warehouse workers.
4. Technology Adoption - EDI, shopping cart, and marketplace integrations saw significant increases in 2022 as 3PLs 

continue to adopt technology to drive better customer and consumer experiences.
5. Reporting and Analytics - Many 3PLs heightened focus on reporting and analytics to support increased growth, 

with more emphasis on leading indicators that directly impact overall operational costs than in previous years.
6. Billing and Invoicing - Many 3PLs struggled with billing automation and capturing all billable events, presenting 

both a challenge and an opportunity to capture additional revenue in 2023.  

Fulfillment types
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Impact of US Diesel Shortage Coming to Canada Soon
• A diesel shortage south of the border could trickle to Canada causing price spikes along with an overall rise in prices, 

says Dan McTeague, president of Canadians for Affordable Energy, a senior petroleum analyst for GasBuddy.com, and 
an 18-year veteran of the House of Commons.

• A diesel supply shortage has been gripping the United States of late, with the White House declaring on Oct. 23 that 
reserves are down to 25 days of supply.

• McTeague predicts that the further east you go on the continent, the worse the shortage will be, on top of an ongoing 
supply crunch. U.S. diesel supply shortages are critically low, he says, and Canadians are going to feel it.

• “Diesel inventory is 45% below the median five-year average right now,” McTeague says, citing figures from the U.S. 
Energy Information Administration (EIA), which collects and analyzes energy information for the industry.

UPS plans logistics-as-a-service offering to build out revenue streams
• UPS is building a logistics-as-a-service offering by combining the capabilities of its standalone digital services, CEO 

Carol Tomé said on an earnings call last week.
• The company’s digital services involved include crowdsourced same-day delivery provider Roadie, 3PL Coyote 

Logistics, delivery platform Delivery Solutions and financial services provider UPS Capital. The offering will also 
include its “delivery density” partnership with CommerceHub.

• “When we combine logistics-as-a-service with our integrated physical network, we believe we will be unstoppable.”
• Tomé noted there are five pillars of the offering, all of which are technology-driven:

1. Delivery density. This focuses on delivering more packages in fewer stops to improve route efficiency.
2. End-to-end visibility. UPS wants to improve visibility from the manufacturer to end-of-distribution points.
3. Financial solutions. The company is looking to add more financial products to the mix.
4. Advanced capabilities. This includes technology to help customers understand how to optimize their supply 

chain via warehousing, fulfillment, or shipping.
5. Robust reverse logistics. UPS’ returns ties with Amazon are well-known, but the company is looking to extend 

its business further into reverse logistics.
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Fuel prices are trucking’s top concern in 2022: ATRI
• The driver shortage fell to No. 2 after five years as the industry’s top problem, but that doesn’t mean the issue is 

improving, the group’s president said.
• Soaring fuel prices surpassed the driver shortage as the trucking industry’s top concern this year, according to the 

American Transportation Research Institute’s Critical Issues in the Trucking Industry 2022 report.
• The driver shortage fell to No. 2 after five years at the top of the list. The lack of available truck parking, driver 

compensation and the broader U.S. economy rounded out the top five concerns, according to the study, released 
Saturday at the American Trucking Associations’ annual Management Conference & Exhibition.

• “I don’t think this means the driver shortage has gotten any better,” Rebecca Brewster, president and COO of ATRI, 
said during a conference panel. “Year-over-year fuel costs per mile [are] up over 35%. We know that it’s particularly 
challenging for those who operate in the owner-operator segment, where they have less ability to negotiate fuel 
surcharges.”

European road freight update
• Rates up to an all-time high in Q3 2022 but rates on many lanes are beginning to soften after this peak.
• Diesel could now account for 50% of costs.
• Spot rates are now 12.9 points above contract in Europe.
• Driver shortages could increase 40% by the end of 2022 and are forecast to be far worse by 2026.
• Drought, early harvests and increasing energy costs are playing havoc on demand and capacity across Europe.

Australian trucking companies unsettled by talks of RUC increase
• According to Kennedy MP Bob Katter, the approval of further increases to the road user charge (RUC) by the 

Australian government might be a disaster for truck companies, fruit and vegetable growers, and the consumer.
• Katter was reacting to a current National Transport Commission industry discussion paper that proposes an RUC 

increase of as high as 9 cents per liter (cpl) over the next three years. He said that these costs would, of course, have 
to be passed on to the consumer in the end.
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Report claims that hackers could block major global trade routes
• Maritime research firm Thetius, maritime cyber risk management specialist CyberOwl and law firm Holman 

Fenwick Willan have released a report called ‘The Great Disconnect’. In it, they claim it is possible for hackers to 
penetrate a ship’s navigation system and create havoc as the vessel passes major chokepoints.

• The report stated, “Whether through spoofing GPS, or hijacking a ship’s control system, the ability of a nation state 
to manipulate the movement of maritime vessels can cause billions of dollars of disruption, shock the global supply 
chain, increase the cost of goods, and even instigate international conflict.”

• Although the grounding of the Ever Given in the Suez Canal was not caused by a cyberattack, it stands as an 
example of the fallout of such an event. The disaster is estimated to have cost the global economy between US$6 
billion and US$10 billion per day.

• The authors of the report said: “Whether through spoofing GPS, or hijacking a ship’s control system, the ability of a 
nation state to manipulate the movement of maritime vessels can cause billions of dollars of disruption, shock the 
global supply chain, increase the cost of goods, and even instigate international conflict. Fortunately, direct attacks 
by nation-states are rare; the industry is far more likely to suffer an attack from an unintentional insider.”

Transnet claims that backlog at Cape Town Terminals has been cleared
• Transnet says operations at its Cape Town terminals are back in force, as backlogs caused by the recent industrial 

action have been cleared. The ports and rail company said as part of plans ahead of the upcoming deciduous fruit 
season, the Cape Town Container Terminal will be working at full capacity to “ensure vessels are turned around 
timeously”.

• “Transnet is encouraged by the swift manner in which backlogs were cleared and is set to continue in this positive 
vein to ensure the deciduous fruit season is successfully executed. In preparation for the upcoming season, an 
additional Ship-to-Shore (STS) crane was delivered and successfully handed over to operations. This will equip the 
terminal with maximum crane deployment to improve ship working hours, which will boost productivity and 
enhance service provisioning to customers,” the company said.

• Transnet has also stated that the Ports of Mossel Bay and Saldhana have received Port of Entry .
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COSCO Shipping Holdings Supply Chain Logistics Division officially launched
• On October 20, COSCO Shipping Holdings released an announcement on the official operation of the company's 

supply chain logistics division. The company announced the official operation of the supply chain logistics division 
and formulated the company's digital supply chain development plan.

• The official operation of COSCO Shipping Holdings Supply Chain Logistics Division will effectively strengthen the 
integration of all aspects of the supply chain. COSCO recently released an announcement on the forecast growth 
in performance for the first three quarters of 2022, showing that in the first three quarters of 2022, the company’s 
net profit attributable to shareholders of listed companies was approximately 97.206 billion yuan, a year-on-year 
increase of approximately 43.73%; Deducting non-net profit is about 96.707 billion yuan.

Looming strike could disrupt the U.S. supply chain and drive transportation costs even higher
• Major U.S. freight railroad operators have warned that they are preparing for a possible strike and halting some 

services, creating network slowdowns. In the meantime, Labor Secretary Marty Walsh is continuing to lead 
discussions between railroads and union representatives.

• This looming strike could disrupt the U.S. supply chain and drive transportation costs even higher. The 
responsibility would fall on the trucking industry, and this industry is already struggling to attract and retain 
drivers. The association estimated that it would take around 467,000 long-haul trucks, daily, to haul what the 
railroads do. “There simply aren’t enough trucks or truck drivers to handle that kind of volume”. Shipments of 
coal, chemicals, grain, auto parts and automobiles rely heavily on rail shipments. If the strike does happen, the big 
question will be for how long?

Ocado enters South Korea with Lotte Shopping deal
• Ocado Group, the British online supermarket and technology group, has entered the South Korean market 

through a partnership deal with Lotte Shopping, the companies said. 
• Ocado and Lotte will develop a network of robotic warehouses, or Customer Fulfilment Centres (CFCs) as Ocado 

calls them, across South Korea to expand the retailer's online shopping business.
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Decline in spot freight rates accelerates, reports Shifl
• SHIFEX, a container spot freight rate index, shows that freight rates for 40’ containers moving from China to the 

port of Los Angeles fell to US$1,825 in October, which was equivalent to the peak season rates pre-pandemic.
• Even as vessels continue to queue outside East Coast ports, freight rates between China-US East Coast are 

declining, with freight rates for 40’ containers on the China-New York trade corridor dropping to a rate of 
US$5,550, which is still higher than the peak season rate pre-pandemic, according to a recent report by Shifl.

• While falling consumer demand and a drop in shipment orders are compelling reasons for the headwind in freight 
rates, this price movement across the China-West Coast trade lane is also supported by shipper concerns on the 
ongoing International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU) contract negotiation with the Pacific Maritime 
Association (PMA), said Shifl.

• The fall in freight rates can also be explained by a ‘shift’ in peak shipping season over this year, reflected in 
extremely strong import TEU volumes over the second quarter, pointed out Shifl in its report.
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Sea-Intelligence points to main freight rate inflation drivers
• Shipping data analysis firm Sea-Intelligence reported that it is clear the underlying costs for operating liner services 

have increased significantly, compared to the past two years.
• The size of that increase is important in assessing what the baseline rate level might settle at once we get through 

the present rate renormalization, according to the Danish analysts.
• As a small number of container carriers provide detailed data about their costs, Sea-Intelligence has considered 

German shipping company Hapag-Lloyd, which publishes this type of data with the most granularity, on a 
systematic basis, and with several years of history, as a representative of the market.

• The Hamburg-based container line has the following major cost categories:
o transport expenses,
o personnel expenses,
o depreciation, amortization, & impairments.

• Transport expenses are subdivided into bunker, handling & haulage, equipment                                                 
& repositioning, vessels & voyages (excl. bunker), and expenses for pending                                                    
voyages (an exceedingly small element and will not be analyzed here).

• The following figure shows a comparative overview of the increases in each of                                                
these cost elements. The unit cost is calculated across transported volumes in                                               
that quarter and the blue bars are the three main cost categories, while the                                                 
green bars are the subcomponents of transport expenses.

• Bunker costs are here seen to have experienced the largest relative cost                                                     
increase compared to 2019, according to the Danish analysts, who noted,                                                      
"When we account for the relative share, the cost increase in handling and                                                   
haulage is accountable for 37% of the unit cost increase, followed by bunker                                                 
fuel which is accountable for 30% of the cost increase.“

• These are key pointers as to where the carriers are likely to focus in the months                                            
ahead, as the ongoing market downturn will force carriers to focus on cost reductions."
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Blank sailings hit Chinese container port volumes in early October
• Container volume at eight major Chinese ports declined 7.3 per cent year on year in early October, reports the 

UK's Seatrade Maritime News.
• Export volume fell 9.4 per cent while the domestic volume dropped 0.9 per cent as 20 per cent services between 

Asia and North America were suspended during September and October to counter falling in rates.
• Cargo throughput at major coastal hub ports increased 8.1 per cent, said the report, adding that international 

trade cargo volume grew 2.5 per cent while domestic volume increased 24.4 per cent.
• Crude oil shipments at major coastal ports increased 0.3 per cent year on year. Volume growth at the port of 

Ningbo-Zhoushan and Rizhao was up 13 per cent.
• Metal ore shipments at major Chinese ports increased 1.9 per cent while the port inventory grew 12.9 per cent.
• Cargo throughput at three major Yangtze river ports, Nanjing, Wuhan and Chongqing dropped 2.1 per cent while 

container volume increased 1.4 per cent.

Transfar Shipping's long view sees five 8,000-TEUers in future
• An affiliate of China's retail giant Alibaba, Transfar Shipping, is planning to order five newbuild 8,000-TEU ships for 

its Ali Express transpacific service, reports London's Loadstar.
• Transfar believes it can compete for Alibaba's business by shortening the Asia-US voyage time to 10 days, 

compared with 15 to 25 with conventional liner operators. It is said to be in discussions with Chinese shipyards to 
build the methanol-fueled ships. A Transfar official said the company was now thinking long-term.

• "Freight rates have weakened, and there are ups and downs in this market. Transfar is in the shipping business for 
the long run, and we want to establish a solo service that can bring ecommerce cargo to Alibaba customers in the 
shortest time possible."

• Transfar now offers a peel-off, single-stack, quick pick-up service at Long Beach Terminal - containers that can 
easily be retrieved from the stack by segregating those destined for a particular owner. 

• The Shipper Transport Express outer yard, which opened in September, ensures efficient container delivery and, 
after all the boxes are unloaded, they can be picked up the next day.
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MSC to acquire major towage operator Rimorchiatori Mediterranei
• MSC is acquiring Rimorchiatori Mediterranei, an international leading towage operator active in Italy, Malta, 

Singapore, Malaysia, Norway, Greece and Colombia, reports Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide.
• MSC is obtaining the towage operator from Rimorchiatori Riuniti, and a fund managed by DWS's infrastructure 

investment business.

MSC 8,000-TEUer collided then sinks trawler off Virginia 
• The 8,000-TEU Panamanian-flagged MSC Rita has collided with and sank the 35-metre fishing trawler Tremont 95 

nautical miles north-east of Norfolk, Virginia, while en route from New York to Charleston. 
• The 621-gross ton Tremont sank, but all 13 men aboard were rescued. The 89,954-gross ton MSC Rita turned back 

after collision and took part in search and rescue, resuming her voyage four hours later, reported Rostock, 
Germany's FleetMon.

Shipping line ONE posts blockbuster quarter but warns on future
• Another quarter, another astonishingly high record                                                                           

profit for a shipping line. Amid all the bleak talk of                                                                       
sinking demand and a “hard landing,” results and                                                                             
projections announced Monday by Ocean Network                                                                                
Express (ONE) highlight how much shipping lines                                                                              
will continue to rake in as the COVID-driven                                                                                    
consumer boom winds down.

• ONE, the world’s seventh-largest carrier by fleet                                                                               
size, reported net income for July-September (its                                                                               
second fiscal quarter) of $5.52 billion. That’s up 32% year on year (y/y) and just above the $5.5 billion earned in the 
preceding three months. 

• The latest period boasted the company’s highest-ever revenues: $9.37b, up 24% y/y and 4% versus April-June.

shippingazette.com
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COSCO Shipping to buy US$2.7b port assets from parent in US$2.9b deal
• COSCO Shipping Holdings said it has agreed to buy port assets from its parent for CNY19.7 billion (US$2.7 billion) to 

build a global digital supply chain, Reuters reports.
• The Chinese shipping group said it would buy 14.9 per cent of Shanghai International Port (Group) from its indirect 

controlling parent China Cosco Shipping Corp for CNY18.9 billion and a 3.2 per cent stake in Guangzhou Port for 
CNY778.7 million.

Chinese port trends
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Low water levels put St Lawrence River and Seaway ports utility at risk
• The St Lawrence River near Montreal have hit 10-year lows in water levels, said Bryce Carmichael, hydraulic 

engineer and US section secretary for the International Lake Ontario-St Lawrence River Board, reports Bloomberg. 
• Seaway managers in Canada and the US are monitoring the conditions and considering boosting the flow of water 

from Lake Ontario to make conditions safer for commercial ships, according to Carmichael.
• The shrinking water levels in Canada come as closures on the Mississippi River threaten exports of corn and 

soybeans just as farmers are in the thick of harvest, threatening to cause a buildup of supplies. The phenomenon 
has also hit Europe and China, where the Rhine River and Yangtze shrunk this year. 

• "It's been very low for a while," said Frank Seglenieks, Canadian co-chairman of the International Lake Ontario-St 
Lawrence River Board of Control, noting the basin has been dry this spring and summer, impacting water levels. 
"When we have lower water levels ships do have to lighten their loads." 

Maersk achieves record quarter while warning of recessionary signals
• Maersk cautioned of increasingly challenging times ahead for the shipping industry reporting that its volumes were 

off in the latest quarter and that is clear that freight rates have peaked. Seen as a bellwether for global trade and 
the economy, Maersk’s latest quarterly financial report added to the growing fears for a global recession.  

• ”Our third quarter result was another record and the 16th quarter in a row with year-on-year earnings growth. 
Ocean freight rates, which have driven the exceptional results we have delivered in 2022, were again up both year-
on-year and compared to the second quarter. However, it is clear that freight rates have peaked and started to 
normalize during the quarter, driven by both decreasing demand and easing of supply chain congestion.” 

Drewry’s WCI registers 35th consecutive fall, loses 80% of the pandemic gains
The Drewry’s World Container Index took a 7% tumble to quote at US$3,145. The Index which has lost 67% annually 
and 70% since its peak, has now retraced over 81% of its gains ever since the pandemic hit the globe. After a series of 
double-digit percentage weekly losses, the magnitude of fall was reduced since the start of October. However, the 7% 
dip in the week was its greatest, in percentage terms, over the month.
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How did the pandemic change the way we eat and shop for food?
• At the start of the pandemic, many things changed very quickly. Masks became ubiquitous, storefronts closed, and 

the environment got cleaner as travel demand dwindled. Our small talk shifted from discussions about the weather 
to talk of the latest variants and vaccines.

• Another way the pandemic impacted our daily lives was the way we buy and consume food. As lockdowns came into 
force, home cooking and contactless food delivery became more prevalent. And many of us (myself included) took to 
pandemic baking to pass the time.

• Katherine Labonté and Daiva Nielsen from McGill University explained how COVID-19 has changed our relationships 
with food. To better understand our food-related decisions, they conducted research into eating habits during the 
pandemic. For some, food became a source of comfort and a way to escape lockdown boredom. 

• Those who suddenly found themselves unemployed or working from home also changed their eating habits. 
• Overall, people reported consuming more unhealthy foods like snacks and sweets during pandemic lockdowns. 

However, others also took advantage of the lockdowns to make healthier food choices.
• As Labonté and Nielsen write, “Time will tell whether the changes in our food-related values and skills will be 

permanent or will dissipate as we return to our pre-pandemic lives.” More research is needed to know what the 
long-term impacts will be.

• From curbside pick-up to online delivery, COVID-19 has had a significant impact on how we consume food.
• In early 2020, as province after province in Canada and state after state in the US declared public health 

emergencies, and pandemic restrictions came into force, routine grocery runs changed dramatically.
• Faced with the uncertainty caused by COVID-19, many people across Canada, the US and around the world began to 

stockpile food and other products.
• This was the beginning of a series of impacts that the pandemic had on our experiences with food.
• The general rise in popularity of no-contact grocery methods was seen around the globe and was likely due to 

people seeking to limit their exposure to the virus.
• The survey suggests that in-store shopping frequency had returned to its pre-pandemic level by mid-2020. However, 

the use of no-contact grocery methods is expected to persist among a considerable portion of populations.
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China locks down millions as COVID cases rise before winter
• Officials in Chinese cities and provinces across the country are pulling no punches in stamping out sporadic COVID-19 

outbreaks as winter nears, quickly closing venues and enforcing longer temporary lockdowns on millions of people.
• Cases in mainland China hit 2,898 on Sunday, topping 2,000 for a second straight day and pressuring the country’s 

controversial zero-COVID policy, which has hamstrung the economy and exasperated its citizens.
• In Guangdong province, manufacturing centre Guangzhou has seen a spate of cases over the past week that has 

closed some districts. Haizhu’s 1.8 million residents, or about 10 percent of Guangzhou’s population, have been the 
worst hit.

• Total cases in Guangzhou rose to 1,110 during October 24-30 from 402 in the previous seven-day period. The threat 
of a major lockdown would rattle the city and harken back to the nightmarish two-month lockdown                                
Shanghai experienced a few months ago.

• On Monday, Shanghai Disney Resort said it closed the entire                                                                  
resort from October 31 due to COVID prevention measures                       in the city.

• Over the past week, authorities raced to get a handle on                                                                     
rising cases in Datong, Xining, Nanjing, Xian, Zhengzhou                                                                     
and Wuhan, forcing temporary lockdown                                                                                        
measures in some neighborhoods.

• These shutdowns create a potential of shipping                                                                               
delays all being upcountry China in manufacturing                                                                            
and economic zones 

• Chinese ocean ports are fed by riverways from these                                                                          
inland source points.

• As can be seen in the map alongside, the three areas currently                                                               
affected and under threat of further shutdown/s, feed directly into the main                                                 
Chinese port network.

• Generally-speaking, it takes weeks in order to regain this feeder network.
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Australian Defence Department caught up in ransomware attack
• The Department of Defence fears the personal data of personnel, such as dates of birth, may have been 

compromised after a communications platform used by the military was hit by a ransomware attack.
• Hackers have targeted the ForceNet service, which is run by an external information and communications 

technology (ICT) provider, with the company initially telling Defence no data of current or former personnel 
appeared to have been compromised.

• However, a source with knowledge of the investigation said Defence believed some private details such as dates of 
birth and dates of enlisting may have been stolen, despite early indications to the contrary from the external 
provider.

• In a message to all staff, the defence secretary and defence chief said the matter was being taken "very seriously".
• There has been a spate of cyber attacks in recent weeks, from telecommunication companies to health insurers.
• Medibank last week confirmed a criminal entity behind the cyber attack on the company had access to the data of 

at least 4 million customers, some of which included health claims.
• A month earlier, Optus announced a cyber attack had exposed the data of almost 10 million Australians, with 

significant amounts of data stolen from 2.8 million people.
• Minister for Defence Personnel Matt Keogh said ForceNet held up to 40,000 records.
• "I think all Australians, and rightly the Australian government, is quite concerned about this sort of cyber activity 

that's occurring, people seeking through nefarious means to get access to others' personal data," he said.
• In their email to staff, the Defence bosses were adamant the hack of ForceNet was not an attack on the 

department's IT systems.
• "We are taking this matter very seriously and working with the provider to determine the extent of the attack and if 

the data of current and former APS [Australian public service] staff and ADF personnel has been impacted," they 
wrote. 

• "If you had a ForceNet account in 2018, we urge you to be vigilant but not alarmed.
• The note to staff warned that Defence expected the frequency, intensity and sophistication of hacks to grow with 

time. It reminded staff they were not immune from attacks.
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Singapore reaches new heights with bamboo-inspired skyscraper
• Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (SOM) has revealed plans for Singapore's new tallest skyscraper. Named 8 Shenton Way, 

the ambitious mixed-use building will feature a greenery covered exterior inspired by bamboo forests and a design 
focus meant to ensure a healthy environment in a post-COVID-19 workplace.

• The building will be located on a prominent position near Marina Bay and will reach a height of 305 m (1,000 ft), 
meaning it will easily surpass the current tallest building in Singapore, SOM's Guoco Tower, which is 284 m (931 ft). 
In addition to its overall design being inspired by bamboo forests, it will actually make use of engineered bamboo, as 
well as terracotta, glass and concrete. A series of garden terraces will be filled with greenery too.

• Its interior will have 148,000 sq m (roughly 1.6 million sq ft) of floor space, spread over 63 floors. This will be split 
between offices, public spaces, retail space, as well as the hotel and luxury residences already mentioned. Its so-
called "post-pandemic" features will include the use of contactless technology like automatically opening doors, 
antimicrobial materials, a focus on maximizing                                                                               
natural air flow and air filtration, and the installation                                                                    
of multiple outdoor workspaces.

• SOM will reduce the project's CO2 output by reusing                                                                          
parts of the existing foundation and infrastructure                                                                          
already located on the site from a previous                                                                                  
skyscraper – named AXA Tower, which is notable for                                                                              
being the world's tallest cylindrical building – that is                                                                        
being demolished. Furthermore, the new tower’s                                                                               
facade will be finished in glazing designed to reduce                                                                        
solar heat gain, recyclable materials will also be used,                                                                     
and some of the greenery will be chosen specifically                                                                         
to attract birds and butterflies. The skyscraper will                                                                        
connect to Singapore's existing pedestrian network                                                                           
and offer links to nearby train stations. 
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